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Abstract. Storytelling has recently become a popular way to guide
museum visitors, replacing traditional exhibit-centric descriptions by
story-centric cohesive narrations with references to the exhibits and
multimedia content. This work presents the fundamental elements of the
CHESS project approach, the goal of which is to provide adaptive,
personalized, interactive storytelling for museum visits. We shortly
present the CHESS project and its background, we detail the proposed
storytelling and user models, we describe the provided functionality and
we outline the main tools and mechanisms employed. Finally, we present
the preliminary results of a recent evaluation study that are informing
several directions for future work.
Keywords: archaeological museums, digital interactive storytelling,
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1. Introduction
The Acropolis Museum displays a number of information-rich exhibits with associated
stories to tell. However, these stories are not immediately available to visitors, due
primarily to the gallery’s design, which emphasizes the original archaeological objects
and therefore consciously prefers non pervasive mediators. Yet, the museum’s curators
also strive to maintain a mode of “respectful” interaction between visitor and exhibits,
according to which the gallery should integrate harmoniously different approaches and
modalities of communication.
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This is where CHESS comes in. CHESS (Cultural Heritage Experiences through
Socio-personal interactions and Storytelling) is a research project funded by the
European Commission’s7th Framework Programme. Its aim is to research, implement
and evaluate an innovative conceptual and technological framework that will enable
both the experiencing of interactive and adaptive stories for visitors of cultural sites,
and the authoring of narrative structures by the cultural content experts.
The present paper focuses on how CHESS is building a seamless intelligent
environment where visitors are immersed in stories related to exhibits in the Acropolis
Museum's Archaic Gallery. These stories are tailored to their interests and adapt in real
time to the changing parameters of the visit. The following sections will present the
context of research; the goals of the project; its initial implementation; the results of an
evaluation conducted with museum visitors; and the current developments that push the
project forward towards full real-time adaptation.

2. Background
Until recently, storytelling had been an implicit aspect of a museum visit expressed
through human guides or more recently through audio guides. A review of storytelling
in museum contexts may be found in [1]. The adoption of an explicit storytelling
approach to exhibition design contributes to make collections more accessible and
engaging for different kinds of audiences. It creates a relaxed environment that raises
self-confidence [2]; it establishes a universal way of communication; and because it
invites the audience to fill in the blanks with their own experiences, it helps to set
emotional connections, which are deeper than intellectual understanding [3, 4].
A museum storytelling approach may draw on the rich history of research into
interactive storytelling for digital media, including games and films. Museums,
however, raise significant new challenges for interactive storytelling research. The
nature of visitor-exhibit interaction is such that digital media must gracefully
complement the physical artifacts, which remain the primary focus, while at the same
time take into account visitor's needs and preferences.
On the other hand, personalization can also be a valuable tool for the organization
of the multi-dimensional museum content, as well as for its communication to an
heterogeneous audience [5, 6, 7]. An increasing number of museums and cultural
institutions around the world are using personalized applications. For example, there
are adaptive applications for different target groups [8, 9], or conversely for visitors
with similar interests [10]. In addition, a wide range of mobile and space sensitive
devices have been recently developed [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].And evaluations at
different stages have also been conducted. For example, in a study comparing different
personalization approaches[17], users were very positive towards adaptation: it helped
create an immersive environment that improved orientation, localization of objects, and
comparison between them while reducing redundant information. In [18] a detailed
survey of the field of personalized applications in cultural heritage is available.
Yet, introducing personalization and adaptation in an interactive digital storytelling
system remains, to the best of our knowledge, an unresolved issue.
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3. The CHESS project
CHESS2 proposes to enrich the museum visit through personalized interactive
storytelling experiences by personalizing and dynamically adapting information about
cultural artifacts to each individual or group of visitors. CHESS targets two kinds of
end-users:
1.

2.

Visitors: people experiencing CHESS interactive stories. They are invited to
join in the available adventures when entering the museum or from home.
When on-site, they participate through their mobile phone, receiving
information from the system according to the story plot, their position, their
personal profile, but also contributing information in response to the system’s
solicitations.
Authors: non computer-experts (e.g., content providers, curators, and museum
staff) in charge of creating cultural interactive experiences for visitors. They
use the CHESS authoring tool to create narrative structures that use existing
digital multimedia content, support several devices and multiple visitor
interactions.

To support this approach, a user-centered design philosophy is followed
throughout the entire course of the project, both in the design and the evaluation
phases. The main tenets include:
1.

2.

3.

An iterative process of design – development – evaluation, which begins with
a comprehensive analysis of the needs, wants, and limitations of the end-users.
For every step of the project, a multi-tiered evaluation methodology has been
set, in order to test the validity of the design, either in real world experiments
or through the organization of user workshops.
A participatory design methodology, implemented with a small group of endusers (both museum curators and representative groups of visitors) who, either
as partners in the consortium or through a user group, actively participate in
the planning and design of the scenarios from the outset.
The development of both a personalized and an adaptive system, which
delivers narrative experiences tailored to each visitor.

The CHESS consortium comprises seven organizations from four different
countries, which provide all the necessary competencies throughout three
complementary categories of partners: industrial, research-oriented and cultural.The
different nature of the cultural partners (an archaeological museum and a science
centre) provides an interesting test bed for the implementation of interactive digital
storytelling in different contexts. Cité de l’Espace is a science centre displaying
educational models with a high degree of interaction, and it expects that CHESS
provides a coherent link between exhibits. The Acropolis Museum, on the other hand,
displays originals aimed at contemplation, with a low degree of interaction, and expects
from CHESS an explicit interpretation of objects.


2

The CHESS Project, http:// www.chessexperience.eu
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Figure 1. The Archaic Gallery

At the Acropolis Museum, the CHESS project focuses on the Archaic Gallery
(figure 1), which is located on the first floor. Here, visitors can wander amongst the
architectural and sculptural remains of the period spanning from the 7 th century B.C. to
the Persian Wars (480/79 BC). The flexibility of its design, as well as the diversity of
historical facts and approaches behind the objects, makes the Archaic Gallery the
perfect context to develop the CHESS project.

4. Implementing adaptive personalized stories in CHESS
4.1 Defining profiles
Personas are detailed descriptions of imaginary people constructed out of wellunderstood, highly specified data about real people[19]. Personas are not actual people
but are synthesized directly from observations of real people. As a design tool,
personas are a powerful way to communicate behaviors, goals, and needs. In other
words, when creating personas for CHESS, we are creating a set of representative
profiles, or archetypes, for the visitor base (and also for the authors) of each museum.
For the Acropolis Museum we created five visitor personas (Table1):
Table 1.Visitor personas at the AM.

Nikos
Athanasiou,
10 year-old:
“The
museum is
boring”

Georgia
Athanasiou,
retired
literature
professor:
“The museum
makes me feel
young”

Jack Harris,
young
athlete:“The
museum would be
much more
interesting if the
exhibits could tell
me their stories”

Natalie
Schmidt, IT
executive:“The
museum is an
excellent way
to relax
between
meetings”

Dimitris
Georgiadis,
teenager:
“The
museum
would be
cooler with
technology”

Takis
Karathanasis
middle-aged
shop owner:
“The museum
is really great
but sometimes
too much for
me”
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The definition of personas for CHESS is a result of the synthesis of data from both
primary sources (museum data collected via questionnaires, interviews with staff, and
ethnographic observations) and secondary sources (visitor studies). This data has been
pieced together to define a set of 26 demographic and behavioral variables, with values
that are used to describe a) each persona’s characteristics (demographic data, interests
and attitudes);and b) the context of her visit (visiting duration, social interaction style,
preferred way to obtain information and to use the system).
Profiling and subsequent personalization for first-time visitors begins with the
CHESS Visitor Survey (CVS), a configurable web application performed using a
desktop or mobile web client. The goal of the quiz is to identify the user's
characteristics, preferences, and visiting styles through a series of single-choice,
multiple-choice and ranking questions. The system is generic and can be used to
implement any quiz, provided it contains the constructs supported. It allows a variety of
presentation formats (e.g., textual, visual, single/multiple column layout, etc.). It also
supports a flexible model for mapping the answers to personalization variables, as part
of an XML specification, thus reaching an initial user profile. This profile is then
employed for providing personalized versions of the Horse story.
4.2 Storytelling
Stories are commonly considered to have a narrative form, containing a set of smaller
story pieces which are typically placed into a static order by the author, so as to
communicate one or more messages to the end user/audience. Depending on the type of
the story (and the author’s will), the ordering of the smaller story pieces may be strict,
allowing for no other orderings, or flexible, enabling the production of alternative
orderings of the same story pieces, which all convey the same message(s).



Figure 2. The Monster Factory Game

The first distinguishing aspect of CHESS with regard to traditional storytelling is
that it is interactive. Interactivity within stories is accomplished at the following levels:
•

User interface: visitors interact with the provided content through a predefined
set of presentation utilities over the digital resources (zoom, play, pause, stop),
and over the whole story structure via navigation menus.
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•
•

Multimedia productions: stories contain short-games (figure 2), aimed at
enhancing content recall, and augmented reality activities, aimed at enhancing
the exploration of exhibits.
Story plot: user actions and attitudes affect the unfolding of the story plot, thus
generating personalized, adaptive experiences.

Another distinguishing aspect in CHESS is that the story unfolds within a specific
physical environment, which serves as the story setting. Moreover, through the
arrangement of the exhibits, each museum direction mentally sketches an abstract plot,
which will hopefully be understood and followed by museum visitors. Hence, when
designing storytelling experiences for museums it is of great importance to carefully
consider the setting, for three reasons: firstly, the story needs to be able to “serve” the
exhibits (although it may contain story pieces that are not directly related to specific
exhibits); secondly, the exhibition arrangement may provide story patterns; and finally,
the location of objects may imply special requirements or constraints over the
multimedia productions employed.
To be able to provide personalized versions of the story to different visitors,
authors designed alternative story sub-flows in various points of the main story, based
on a variety of visitor and contextual parameters and/or events. In this sense they
actually defined a story “space” that includes several candidate stories. During the
visitor’s experience, the system leverages the visitor profile, context and actions to
appropriately traverse the authored story space and provide a story that is tailored to the
visitor’s characteristics, attitudes and needs.
4.3. Authoring flexible CHESS stories
To define alternative flows within the story, authors needed to take into account the
most important visitor attitudes and characteristics, which significantly differ between
visitors, while also affecting their satisfaction with the overall storytelling experience.
The main candidates for personalization identified so far included the script and its
script pieces, the staging of the script, and the short multimedia productions of the
staged script pieces. All these entities represent fundamental aspects of the visitor’s
experience and each one of them are tailored so as to better match the visitor’s attitudes
and needs.
Focusing on the script and its contents, different visitors may have different
preferences on a variety of features, such as the plot, the subject (society and politics,
war, etc.) or even the type of information provided (e.g. mythological or historical).
With regard to the plot, different versions are created to match different personas. For
instance, the "Horse" storyboard has two plot versions: one aimed at Nikos engaging
him in a quest for the horse's relatives and friends, who are stuck in time; and one for
Natalie, where the horse acts as a guide.
With regard to the subject, the horse story is built around a specific theme, namely
“Animals and monsters”, and covers several, diverse, secondary subjects, such as
society, politics, wars, mythology, sports, etc. Probably, the majority of visitors are not
interested in all of these subjects, so different parts of the script are omitted for
different visitors, under the condition that such a removal does not influence the script
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Figure 3.Development of the "Horse" storyboard with optional sub-flows.

plot. This is a very challenging issue, since at first glance there would seem to be some
incompatibility between the hypertext structure and the storytelling structure
(comprising a beginning, a climax, and a conclusion).
User characteristics and attitudes may also affect the staging of a script. Consider
for instance a script piece talking about a mythical creature, for which two exhibits are
available in the museum: a statue and a plate in a showcase. In this case the author may
choose to define different staging for kids and adults, promoting the exploration of less
popular exhibits for adults while considering preservation of enthusiasm as well as
visibility issues for kids. Finally, the same holds for multimedia productions, which are
designed depending on visitors' particular features and interests.
While a single story was available for the latest evaluation at the Acropolis
Museum, new stories are on the way, addressing the needs and expectations of
additional personas. When the new stories are entered into the CHESS system, an
additional story selection step will take place at the beginning of the visit, to suggest
the story that best matches the visitor's attitudes. Instead of merely using the initial
profile on that front, personas profiles will be also leveraged to further address the
"cold start" problem. Each visitor will be matched to one (or maybe more) of the
aforementioned pre-defined personas and the CHESS system will promote the stories
that are more suitable for the corresponding personas. An overview of the described
approach implemented in CHESS may be found in [20].
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4.4 Adaptive storytelling
During the visit, the authored story space is traversed by the CHESS Storytelling
Component to provide an adaptive, personalized storyline. Whenever more than one
choices are available in the story space, the CHESS System needs to decide what to do
next. Such points in the story space are referred to as decision points and they are
indicated with diamonds in fig. 3. So when a decision point is met, the CHESS System
uses the visitor profile to estimate the visitor’s interest in each one of the candidate
story sub-flows.
The initial visitor profile is further refined during the CHESS experience by
continuously monitoring user actions and interpreting them to implicit feedback. In
particular, two main types of implicit feedback are currently considered. By pressing a
“Next” button the visitor can skip to the next piece of the story, thus indicating a high
certainty negative feedback for the skipped piece. On the contrary, when a story piece
is completed without any visitor intervention, this is considered as low-certainty
positive feedback for the specific part. Such positive and negative feedback is
encompassed in the visitor’s current profile at run-time and interest estimation in
decision points is conducted using the updated visitor profile.
Users and storytelling entities are modeled over the same vocabulary of attributes,
enabling the use of a wide range of metrics and techniques to compute their similarity
[21], which can be either directly employed as a ranking metric for obtaining
personalized rankings or leveraged in item-based collaborative filtering algorithms.
Having a set of evaluated alternatives, the Storytelling System has now two
options, defining two alternative storytelling strategies. The first is to show all or the
most promising (top-k) alternatives to the visitor through menus and let the visitor
decide what to do. Menus are computed dynamically for decision points, based on the
upcoming sub-flows defined in each case. The second is to automatically select the best
ones for the particular user, without letting the visitor know about the other options.
For the purposes of the evaluation study, we have adopted a hybrid strategy with a
higher priority to the former. So when a decision point is reached, the appropriate menu
is instantiated and presented to the visitor, except for the ones where the author has
explicitly disallowed menu display. When the same menu is reached for a second time,
the visited branch gets demoted in the menu list of choices.

5. Evaluation
An evaluation of the CHESS system with visitors and museum staff was held at the
Acropolis Museum in December 2012. For the needs of the evaluation one story,
personalized for two different personas, was produced. From the technical point of
view, a full integration of the CHESS system was in place, while the necessary
infrastructure so that the mobile devices could seamlessly connect to the CHESS server
was installed at the museum.
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The issues investigated with regard to personalization were the following: 1) Are
the variables considered for personalization significant? 2) Which factors are relevant
for adaptation during the visit?
5.1 Method
A group of users was invited to test the CHESS prototype experience at the Acropolis
Museum on Monday, December 17, 2012. The evaluation took place on a day that the
Museum is closed to the general public.
Each visitor was “shadowed” by two members of the CHESS team, the observer
and the recorder, while moving about the museum, and then interviewed. In particular,
the two CHESS researchers observed each visitor’s behaviour in the natural context of
the activity, one taking notes and the other video recording the experience. After the
end of the experience, two semi-structured interviews, one addressing general
experience issues and the other focused on personalization issues, took place at the
Museum’s temporary exhibitions room. Each individual session lasted approximately
one and a half hour.

5.2 Participants
Fifteen visitors completed the evaluation, scheduled in two-hour slots each. Of the
fifteen participants, six were male and nine were female. The ages ranged from 10 to
55 (three 10 year olds, one 14 year old, one 20 year old, and ten from 30 to 55 years of
age).The recruitment was mainly based on demographic information (such as gender,
age or profession). All individuals contacted responded positively to our invitation.
5.3. Procedure
Before the beginning of the observation session, each visitor was introduced to the
study and asked to complete the consent form. Then, a small group comprised of the
visitor, the researcher-observer, and the recorder holding a video camera, headed
towards the museum’s foyer. There the visitor was handed the iPad with the CVS, the
short quiz designed to bootstrap personalization.
After completing the CVS (which, on average, took less than 4 minutes), each user
was accompanied by his/her observer and recorder to the Archaic Gallery. Then the
visitor completed, guided by the Horse, a visit through the Archaic Gallery while
listening to the story, exploring the exhibits, and looking at the complementary visual
resources on the screen.
5.4 Results
With regard to the first research question, the findings of the evaluation can be
organized into three categories, related to the experience, the environment, and the
user.
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The experience characteristics that determine satisfaction are, amongst others,
subject (animals and monsters, etc.), technology (multimedia vs. audio-guide), and size
of the experience (long vs. short stories).
1.

2.

3.

Subject: our results indicate that two types of participants may be identified: i)
those expressing interest on a few, specific subjects, and showing total
indifference for the rest; and ii) those expressing interest in almost every
subject covered in the horse storyboard. So it seems that in order to effectively
address the needs of both types of participants, the storyboard should maintain
a focused central theme, which however would be enhanced with a great
number of optional subparts covering several diverse secondary subjects.
Technology: participants who were not familiar with AR or feel
uncomfortable with technology in general would rather not get involved in
such a production and they’d prefer more traditional, “audio-guide”
alternatives instead. So it seems that in order to encourage visitors to explore
all the possibilities offered by the experience, more information about what is
next or use instructions should be integrated in seamless transitions from the
story path to the different activities.
Size of the experience: two extreme types of participants have been observed.
On the one hand, some participants kept their experience as short as possible,
omitting almost all optional subparts, especially as the story progressed
towards the end. They were concerned about the provision of “skipping”
functionalities by the storytelling system and their main objective was to avoid
getting bored. On the other hand, other participants wanted to join almost
every optional subpart and their main objective was to explore the authored
space, without missing something important. These participants commented
that there were some points during their experience where they would like to
ask for additional information on the historical or mythological background or
on related exhibits that were close by.

Concerning the environment, our findings indicate that visitors liked to move
around in the gallery and did not like staying at the same spot for a long time,
especially when they were not required to interact with the system or with the exhibits.
It was in fact systematically observed that low-level physical engagement generally
hindered visitors' satisfaction, who felt confused about what behavior was expected
from them, and looked at the screen expecting a request for interaction or wandered
around trying to find an exhibit related to the narration. The seamless integration
between the story and the environment through the interactive device and was one of
the main drawbacks of the experience. It requires a whole different approach not only
from the point of view of the contents, but especially of the communication paradigm,
that should better integrate the story and the exhibits through the device.
Concerning the user, we identified three main roles, namely spectator, participant
and contributor. A spectator has no personal involvement, (s)he simply follows the
production (e.g. traditional audio-visual narrations). A participant is assigned with
some task that (s)he needs to accomplish in the current production, as it is usually the
case with games, quizzes and AR applications. Finally, a contributor needs to actively
participate by providing content (such as text, drawing, photograph, opinion, etc.). We
observed that while many participants expressed a high interest in productions
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requiring their involvement, some stated that they’d absolutely dislike to be assigned
tasks requiring specific actions from their part. Such a dislike is justified with various
reasons, such as fear of failing, preference on dramatic tension offered by narratives,
general preference on spectator role and so on.
The second research question had to do with the relevant factors for adaptation
during the visit. Menus, the main adaptive element at this stage of the project, were in
general well received because according to visitors, they allowed having control over
their experience and did not interrupt the story flow. On the other hand, and contrary to
the usage analysis results in traditional web search environments [22, 23], the order of
menu choices did not influence selections.
However, there was a different approach to them depending on the goal of the
visit. Some participants had come to learn about the museum's contents. They were
interested in many side-stories and preferred to make their own choices through menus
(rather than having the system deciding for them) due to their worry of missing out on
some-thing interesting. They paid great attention to menu descriptions because they
wanted to make well-informed decisions and they wished additional information at
some points. On the other hand, some participants had come to have an engaging
experience. Consequently, their main concern was not to lose interest during their visit:
they were very reluctant to choose side-stories and they did not pay attention to menu
descriptions. Moreover, the re-ordering of menu choices confused them.
This indicates that any project integrating technology in a museum setting should
take into account the visit's goal as a paramount factor since it influences visitors'
attitudes, decisions, behaviours, and appreciation of the whole cultural experience.,

6. Future work
Drawing on the analysis of the large corpus of feedback collected during this
evaluation study, and on authors’ and visitors’ needs, we will continue to formulate our
approach. The results will be our starting point for the expansion of the existing stories
with additional alternative subparts. We are already investigating the extension of the
authored story space with independent pieces (related to close exhibits or to similar
themes) that will be dynamically injected upon user request, moving towards emerging
storytelling approaches while respecting the story flow as paramount.
With regard to dynamic menus, since the order was deemed irrelevant or even
confusing by visitors, the system will now visually highlight the recommended choice.
The system will also include a "Hurry" button so that the visitor controls the duration
of his/her experience. In this respect, a timeline indicating the path already seen and the
remaining story will also be included.
Additionally, user interface issues need to be resolved to protect the fine balance
between the visitors’ shifting focus from the physical to the digital space. The interface
should also ensure that the visitor’s movement in space does not break his/her
immersion in the experience. In this sense, we are already introducing more multimedia
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productions for non-staged script units, proposing more direct or interactive
observation of exhibits, enriching the narrator with audio clues, and integrating it all
within a new interface of communication.
However, the personalization and adaption system need to take further account of
the visiting roles that users may prefer and their relationship with technologies. In this
sense, more information about what is next or use instructions should be integrated in
seamless transitions from the story path to the different activities. The adaption
required for these visitor roles also interacts with the flexibility needed to support the
various preferences in content consumption. These user preferences have a
considerable impact on the process of authoring new and existing stories.
Therefore, we need to improve the user modeling and profiling basis with more
visitor research that helps determine which are the relevant personalization variables.
To start with, we will refine the proposed user model with additional demographic and
contextual attributes, such as the visit goal, which can be potentially employed to
identify and discriminate between different types of visits or visitors, providing
important indications about the sets of their attitudes.

7. Conclusions
The main challenge for museums in the 21st century is to provide immersive
experiences that make cultural heritage relevant for an heterogeneous audience.
Personalized, adaptive storytelling is a very promising solution, which nevertheless
entails its own challenges. Mainly, how to engage visitors in a story by maintaining
story-coherency and preserving an uninterrupted feeling of a story flow, while also
adjusting the story to better match visitor characteristics and needs.
Our main contributions to this field starts with the development of a storytelling
model where stories are represented in a modular fashion as graphs, in three different
levels of abstraction. Each graph uniformly represents numerous alternative story
versions which are instantiated based on visitor and contextual attributes, hence
tailoring visitor needs while also preserving story coherency.
We also propose a user model which captures visitor attitudes towards a variety of
storytelling aspects. While many research efforts focus on defining fine-grained user
models for traditional web or social environments [24, 25, 26], significantly less
attention is paid to targeted application areas. Storytelling in museum environments is a
new, fascinating research area [27, 28] and we believe that user modeling needs to be
further explored under this novel setting.
Finally, we conducted a formative evaluation of the adopted personalization and
adaptation approach to investigate the influence of the proposed attitudes to visitors’
satisfaction. The preliminary results verify the significance of most of the considered
attitudes, while also indicating important dependencies between them.
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